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Operational Call Outs  June:-   
 

5th June -  Search for missing person at Coastal Cliffs. 
Just before dusk we were requested by Police to search for a missing person on the cliff 
tops along the coast. With light fading fast the urgency was to find the person before condi-
tions became difficult. The potential danger of someone having fallen down the cliffs into the 
sea added and extra urgency. Two teams were deployed , with the cliff rescue trailer to two 
different access car parks. The two pronged deployment resulted in the missing person be-
ing found within 45 minutes of the call out. -  A good result for the 11 volunteers deployed. 
7th-10th June -  Mid West storms. 
With the threatened storms along the coast from Kalbarri to Shark Bay, the Kalbarri volun-
teers were on standby, setting up the unit vehicles and trailers with all the necessary storm 
damage equipment and resources. A team was also deployed to Shark Bay to assist the lo-
cal unit to prepare any storm damage. The unpredictable storm front turned south and the 
mid west was not seriously impacted.  
 

Community 
Support:- 
2nd - 3rd June 
The Kalbarri 
Canoe & Cray 
Carnival is an 
event which is 
strongly sup-
ported each 
year by the local 
SES. The main activity is river safety with the flood boat continu-
ally ‘on watch’ during river activities, plus chase boat and river 
side monitoring during the 16.5km main race. Volunteers put in 
many hours for setting up the event and In addition the guys 
and girls entered into the spirit of the weekend playing the role 
of pirates, ‘kidnapping‘ a local teacher onto the ‘black pearl flood 
boat, for transport to  the pirate boat and making him walk the 
plank. Without the efforts of the local SES the event would not 
have been such as big a success for the Kalbarri community. 
 

Training :- 
11th June - Rope rescue refresher from training tower.  
Weekend 15th - 17th June. Three volunteers successfully 
passed the  generic leader training course in Geraldton.  
25th June SMEAC challenges for new team leaders analysing and running challenging 
team scenarios using the unit members as part of their teams....- [Mac Holt]    

July  2012 Training/Activity schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity        Organiser(s) 
Sunday 8th  14:00 Cliff Rescue Training.      Steve C,Steve D 
Monday 9th  18:45`Generic leader SMEAC refresher - practical exercise Beno, Steve C 
Monday 23rd  18:45 Scenario         Steve C 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 


